
The Unforgettable Race 

Many people have wondered how the rat, the microscopic animal of them all, won the zodiac race. 

People ask why the dragon didn’t win, the one who can glide in the sky. This is the true story.  

Many, many, many years ago, a peaceful, quiet place (called China), full of people, tell the story. The 

Jade Emperor, who ruled the heavens of China, sat in his great, grand throne room. He was dressed 

in his finest, most expensive ruby robe with nothing to think about while stroking his beard 

thoughtfully and carefully. Suddenly his quietness was shattered with a disturbance. It was one of 

Jade Emperor’s advisers, “Sir, I’m sorry to pester you but the villagers are protesting to see you!” 

Dashing to the door, to see a huge crowd of villagers yelling and babbling, Jade Emperor was gob-

smacked. “When were we born? How old am I?” shouted the angry mob. Nobody has a way of 

tracking time back then. Thinking of ideas, Jade Emperor was getting a headache with the entire 

racket that was going on. Strolling back into his throne room, where his glass of green tea was, Jade 

Emperor suddenly had the idea, “I’ve got it , I will send letters to thirteen animals and the one who 

comes first will be served  with the first year named after them, I can send them to the ; dragon, 

monkey , pig , cat,  rabbit , horse , rooster , rat , dog , goat , tiger , ox and snake. Hopefully they’ll 

come (if not I’ll make a fool of myself).” Through the window, came a huge eagle that would give the 

animals their letters. He flew back out of the window quickly yet anxiously because he knew the task 

was important. The invitation said; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A sunset later, the eagle returned.  Meanwhile the Jade Emperor was so anxious to see which of the 

animals would come for the big race.  

The next moonlight came, and all the animals where lined up ready to go. Impressed, astonished but 

also disappointed – everyone came except from the sleepy cat, which had been left behind by the 

selfish rat. Cheering and yelling, grunting and giddy, all the crowd and animals were ready. Then, 

GONG! GONG!  The animals set off scrambling and shouting at each other. Sly, cunning, small – the 

rat sat on the ox’s back all the way through the mud and rapids of the river. The dog however, was 

paddling peacefully yet slowly, not having a care in the world. The rat, which had a sly yet some 

might say, evil plan, jumped off the ox’s head and crossed the finish line first! Next, was the poor ox 

and then the tiger and so on… 

Cheering, the rat became the first year of the Chinese zodiac. The order of the animals when they 

finished was; the rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and finally 

pig. People, who were in the crowd, disagreed with the rat winning (they thought he had cheated) 

At the next moonlight you will meet me at the Yangtze River. 

First comes first served.  

Meet me at the deepest part of the river. 

Hope to see you all.  

Jade Emperor 

 

 



and no one spoke to the rat or congratulated him. The animals were shouting and arguing because 

they felt the rat had cheated as well. “Enough! The rat has won and that is it. He will have the first 

year.” bellowed the Jade Emperor. Everyone was satisfied with the years because they now knew 

when they were born. Each year is a special animal and they all represent a year and a date.  

 

So now you know how the microscopic rat won the Chinese zodiac race. Do you think the rat 

should’ve won? Or do you think he cheated?   

By Charley- Mae  

Which animal are you?  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


